Decreased PLUNC expression in nasal polyps is associated with multibacterial colonization in chronic rhinosinusitis patients.
PLUNC (palate, lung, and nasal epithelium clone) is an epithelium-secreted protein that plays a crucial role in the host's defense against bacterial infection. The function of PLUNC in the sinus remains poorly understood. To examine whether the expression levels of PLUNC could serve as a predictive outcome biomarker for patients with CRSwNP and bacterial colonization, we investigated the association of PLUNC expression levels with bacterial colonization in the sinuses. A total of 174 patients who underwent sinus surgery for chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps (CRSwNP) were enrolled in this study. The tissue samples obtained from patients were examined using preoperative sinus computed tomography (CT) scans, postoperative bacterial cultures, and nasal polyp examinations. PLUNC mRNA and protein expression were quantified using RT-PCR and immunohistochemistry. We identified that decreased PLUNC expression is associated with multibacterial colonization (P = 0.0001), specifically those mediated by Staphyloccocus aureus (P = 0.037) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P = 0.002). The patients who required repeated sinus surgeries for recurrent or persistent sinusitis also presented much lower PLUNC expression than those who did not require repeated sinus surgery (P = 0.001). However, gender, age, and CT scores were not associated with PLUNC expression. These results suggest that reduced PLUNC expression is associated with bacterial colonization as well as treatment outcome in CRSwNP patients. Investigation of the association between PLUNC expressions and chronic rhinosinusitis may lead to the development of a novel biomarker for treatment outcome in CRSwNP patients.